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I. INTRODUCTION

As stated in our earlier Progress Reports, we produce

this six-monthly document (PR) to summarize briefly the plasma

physics work at the Sydney University School of Physics.

Experimental reports (ER) and theoretical reports (TR), often

as preprints, are produced on specific topics. We naturally

appreciate reciprocal arrangements that have been made with

our colleagues from abroad.

II. PLASMA SOURCES

The SUPPER (Sydney University Plasma Physics

Experimental Rig) machines have operated during the six-month

period as follows:-

SUPPER II

This plasma source is being used for an experiment oh

m • ± 1 compresslonal and torsional Alfven waves.

SUPPER IV

This machine is being used for experiments on .large

amplitude magnetoaeoustic waves.

SUPPER V

SUPPER V was used for the metal centrifuge work which

is now complete. The machine has been decommissioned.

SUPPER VI

During the last six months the SUPPER VI coaxial shock

tube was out of operation for a brief period after failure of a

high voltage capacitor in the spark gap trigger circuit. It has



now resumed operation and measurements of ion temperature in

the shock front are in progress.

TORTUS (Torpid of the University of Sydney) (R.C. Cross,
B.W. James, J.A. Lehane, G.F. Brand, H.C. Kirbie,
P.J. Hart)

The TORTUS tokamak is -ROW under construction and is

expected to be operational in 1979. The 32 toroidal field

pancakes and the ohmic heating coil have been fabricated and

are about to be impregnated with epoxy. At present the main

effort is directed towards the construction of the magnet

platform and the capacitor banks. The banks and diode switching

circuitry will be operated remotely from a control console arid

will be fully protected, using series elements and ignitron

crowbars, for shorted load faults. Construction of the vacuum

vessel by the Australian Atomic Energy Commission has commenced.

Development of diagnostics for use on TORTUS has begun.

A direct reading microwave interferometer has been constructed

and tested.

III. HYDROMAGNETIC SHOCK WAVES (J. Howard, B.W. James, A.R. Law)

With the assistance of Dr. W.I.B. Smith, Raman

scattering from molecular nitrogen at near atmospheric pressure

has been used to calibrate the ruby laser scattering system for

making electron density measurements. The calibration is in

reasonable agreement with that obtained using a CO2 interferometer

but is thought to be the more reliable because of the uncertainty

of the density profile along the Interferometer probing path.

A further experimental study of Raman scattering for calibration

purposes is being undertaken using the SUPPER III vessel.
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. The Monospek 1000 monochromator has been set up for

measurement of ion temperature. Initially the doppler broadening

of impurity oxygen lines is being Investigated. The one line

investigated so far has not been very reproducible. It may be

necessary to introduce helium impurity rather than rely upon

the existing small oxygen impurity.

IV. ROTATING PLASMAS

Metal Centrifuge (G.F. Brand, B.W. James and C.J. Walsh)

A number of papers arising from the metal centrifuge

work have been submitted or are in preparation. They deal with

(i) experimental confirmation of a high Hartmann number model

for our rotating argon plasma; (ii) a description of how the

metal leaves the region of the arc as clumps of a hundred or

so atoms and travels to the outer radii; (iii) measurement of

copper and nickel separation by, firstly, atomic absorption

spectroscopy of endplate deposits and, secondly, by the Hook

interferometric/spectroscopic method; and (iv) an interpretation

of these results.

V. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

(a) Ion Cyclotron (J. Lehane, C.A. Schmidt-Harms)

Computer calculations for- wave propagation in a plasma

isolated from the wall by a vacuum layer of finite width have

been completed. Calculations continue on solving the dispersion

relation for the case of a plasma with arbitrary density profile.

To enable comparison between the experimental results

and theoretical calculations measurements have been made of the



radial density profile. Both C02 and He-Ne laser interferometers

have been used and measurements made for different times in the

plasma decay. The He-Ne laser used is of novel design. It

features digital data acquisition, high temporal resolution and

a sensitivity of better than A/20 for periods of approximately

1 msec despite the presence of large amplitude electrical and

mechanical noise.

(b) Magnetoacoustic Waves (G.A. Collins, R.C. Cross}

The high power magnetoacoustic wave experiments have

continued. Investigations include:-

(i) The measurement of the radial field profiles as a

function of steady state field.

(ii) The production of higher harmonics - second and

third - as a function of steady state field and

radius.

(ili) Measurements of the plasma resistivity for different

radii as determined by voltage probes. These show a

decrease in resistivity at resonance at the outer

radii.

This observation is consistent with earlier light output

measurements which suggested that most of the energy was being

absorbed in the outer regions of the plasma.

VI. LASER DIAGNOSTICS

(a) Laser Interferometry (I.S. Falconer, P.A. Krug,

C.A. Schmidt-Harms)

The stable C02 laser constructed for plasma inter-

ferometry has been operated on single rotation lines of the



00°l - 10°0 and 00°1 - 02°0 vibrational bands, using a

diffraction grating as wavelength selector. Oscillations in

the range 1 - 5 0 MHz, which were apparent with the previous

mirror configuration, were particularly prominent when the

laser was operated with the diffraction grating. The nature

of these oscillations, which we have tentatively assumed to

result from beating between high order waveguide modes of the

laser cavity, is under investigation.

Some measurements of electron density in a medium

density (maximum electron density approximately 5 x 10 m~^)

plasma in the SUPPER II machine have been made in conjunction

with C.A. Schmidt-Harms. Refraction of the laser beam by

irregular variations of electron density, have precluded density

measurements in the first 1 - 1,5 ms of the plasma pulse. A

quadrature He-Ne laser interferometer, (633 nm) with a "split"

reference beam to compensate for vibration of the laser mirrors,

and a secondary interferometer to provide reference fringes, has

provided information as to the electron density at early times.

(b) Dye Laser Scattering (S. Law, I.S. Falconer,
W.I.8. Smith)

The output linewidth of the dye laser has been measured

with the aid of the normalizing and display circuit referred to

in the last progress report. The measured linewidth is

0.04 ± 0.01 nm with a long-term drift of the laser wavelength

of * 0.01 nm at 589 nm.

Attempts at observation of scattering of the laser

light from sodium vapour have been plagued by stray light

problems. Absorption measurements are presently being made to
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verify that the laser is correctly tuned to the sodium 589 nm

D absorption line.

Assembly cf the improved nitrogen laser pump for the

dye laser is almost complete.

(c) Thomson ."cattering (L. Bighel, J. Howard, W.I.B. Smith)

Anti-Stokes rotational Raman scattering from Nitrogen

gas at near atmospheric pressure and room-temperature has been

used to calibrate the intensity of ruby laser light Thomson .

scattered from a plasma. This method of calibration is

invaluable when using the three grating high rejection poly-

chromator which, while eliminating stray light problems, also

eliminates the possibility of using Rayleigh scattering for

calibration to determine electron densities.

(d) CQO Laser System for Scattering (L. Bighel)

A pulsed 002 laser system has been developed for a

collective scattering experiment to determine plasma ion

temperatures. The oscillator, designed and built in our

laboratory, is of the TEA, flashboard preionization type.

The output energy is about-3 joules with most of the energy

concentrated in a 40 nsec FWHH, 75 MW spike. The 3 cm diameter

oscillator output beam enters a Lumonics 600 A 3-pass amplifier.

The optimized amplifier output is around the 400 MW level. The

beam divergence is 2 mrad. We envisage a 2-3 times improvement

in the oscillator output by doubling the stored Marx bank energy

and with more efficient use of the discharge volume. This

should allow us to reach the 1 GW output power level required

for direct scattering on the tokamak or for pumping PIR lasers.
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VII. PAR-INFRARED (D.V. Bartlett, L. Bighel, G.F. Brand,
D.J. Campbell, R.G. Hewitt, L.C. Robinson,
P.G. Stokes)

(a) Electron Cyclotron Emission Observations

The observations of far-IR emission from the DITE

tokamak at Culham are continuing. The first interferograms

with the rotating-mirror interferometer were made by Campbell

and Robinson in August. An asymmetry occurred in the double-

sided interferogram and it has now been shown that this arises

from unequal wavefronts in the two arms of the interferometer

due to the scanning by the aperture of the rotating mirror

pair. This effect cannot be eliminated, but it has been

minimised. Its effect on the measured spectrum is being

assessed in the present run of observations on DITE.

Concerning the plasma-scanned interferometer,

Mr. D.V. Bartlett has submitted his Ph.D. thesis on work done

on DITE and CLEO with this instrument operating on a single

pulse basis and has taken up a position at Garching. Mr. P.

Stokes has made progress towards multi-pulsing of this

interferometer. He has achieved double scans separated by

800 usec, and is presently extending the electronics to give

10 fast spectral scans in rapid succession.

(b) Electron Cyclotron Ma3er

The R.F. system for our 120 GHz electron cyclotron

maser (or gyrotron) has been constructed and the high voltage

power supply installed. We are presently working on the

machining and fabrication of the cathode and electron gun

assemblies.

Drs. Hewitt and Robinson are studying aspects of the

basic principles of electron cyclotron maser action.
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